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IRVING IN A STATE  
OF DENIAL
THROUGHOUT FEBRUARY there 
were reports that convicted Holocaust 
denier David Irving, who dismissed the 
Auschwitz gas chambers as 
a “fairy tale”, had fallen ill. 
Then in late February it was 
incorrectly reported online 
that he had died. There was 
some irony then when Irving’s 
family took to the internet to 
deny his death. Despite this, 
a number of Irish far-right 
figures were eager to mark his 
illness and supposed demise.

Justin Barrett of the National 
Party paid tribute by posting a 
picture of Irving, clearly waving 
his right hand but looking not 
unlike he was giving a Roman 
salute, with the text: “David John Cawdell 
Irving. 24th March 1938 – 20th February 
2024. REQUIESCAT IN PACE.” 

Also posting about the claims of Irving’s 
death were Philip Dwyer of Ireland First, 
the NP’s Keith Woods (aka Keith O’Brien) 
and independent hard-right activist Gavin 
Lowbridge. 

Irving, who liked to present as an 
academic, had been reduced in recent decades 
to speaking to gatherings of right-wing 
extremists such as meetings of the National 
Alliance in the US, the British National 
Party and the German People’s Union. While 
he had been invited to speak in Ireland at 
public meetings organised by various college 
debating societies in the 1980s, ’90s and 
2000s, all of these meetings were scuppered 
by protests.

Irving’s best-known book, Hitler’s War, 
demonstrated his drift towards conspiracy 
theories. While a 1977 edition clearly 
accepted the Holocaust, a new edition of the 
book published in 1991 had no mention of 
it, with Irving claiming: “You won’t find the 

Holocaust mentioned in one line, not even 
a footnote, why should [you]? If something 
didn’t happen, then you don’t even dignify it 
with a footnote.”

Dwyer shared a message in tribute to 
Irving, which included a TikTok video of 
him denying the Holocaust and an image 
of Hitler’s War, along with the claim that 
“Irving helped prove the Jews Holocaust 
lie… Without the Holocaust lie there is no 
Jewish control of the West or Israel”.

Barrister and GAA columnist Joe Brolly 
reacted strongly to Dwyer’s tribute, posting 
an image of it with the text: “Philip is a 
leader of the Irish hate movement. They hate 
everything & everyone except Hitler. They 

also admire David Irving, who 
describes ‘the gas chambers fairy 
tale’.”

Of course, Brolly and Dwyer 
are of an age that they will 
remember the popular opposition 
to Irving in Ireland down through 
the years. 

Back in November 1988, 
Irving had been invited by Trinity 
College Dublin’s Philosophical 
Society to deliver a paper entitled, 
“The Holocaust: Did Hitler 
Know?” At the time that the 
meeting was supposed to start, the 

building was blockaded by a large crowd and, 
when a brick was thrown through a window 
beside the main door, Trinity authorities 
called off the meeting. 

While the Philosophical Society president 
denounced the protest as anti-free speech, 
Irving claimed the protest had been infiltrated 
by the World Jewish Congress and left-wing 
activists.

Eleven years later it was the turn of 
the toffs in the Philosophical Society in 
University College Cork (UCC) to invite 
Irving to speak. Again, Irving was prevented 
from speaking. 

Headlines the following day in newspapers 
such as the Irish Examiner – “Kicks and 
punches fly in riot at college” – and the 
Evening Echo – “Gardaí hurt in riot at 
college” – give a flavour of how intense the 
protest was. 

In the aftermath, UCC authorities 
suspended a number of college societies for 
three years from being active on campus 
including Sinn Féin, the Socialist Worker 
Student Society, the Socialist Party and the 
Socialist Society.
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